Topics explored in this series include the history and practice of international law (including sources of international law, Indigenous treaties, international treaty diplomacy, subnational treaty making, domestic reception of international law and Parliament's role in international law), as well as Canada's role in international law, governance and innovation in the broad fields of international economic, environmental and intellectual property law. Topics with an economic law focus include international trade, dispute settlement, international taxation and private international law. Environmental law topics include the international climate change regime and international treaties on chemicals and waste, transboundary water governance and the law of the sea. Intellectual property law topics explore the development of international IP protection and the integration of IP law into the body of international trade law. Finally, the series presents Canadian perspectives on developments in international human rights and humanitarian law, including judicial implementation of these obligations, international labour law, business and human rights, international criminal law, war crimes, and international legal issues related to child soldiers. This series allows a reflection on Canada's role in the community of nations and its potential to advance the progressive development of global rule of law. 
About the International Law Research Program
The International Law Research Program (ILRP) at CIGI is an integrated multidisciplinary research program that provides leading academics, government and private sector legal experts, as well as students from Canada and abroad, with the opportunity to contribute to advancements in international law.
The ILRP strives to be the world's leading international law research program, with recognized impact on how international law is brought to bear on significant global issues. The program's mission is to connect knowledge, policy and practice to build the international law framework -the globalized rule of law -to support international governance of the future. Its founding belief is that better international governance, including a strengthened international law framework, can improve the lives of people everywhere, increase prosperity, ensure global sustainability, address inequality, safeguard human rights and promote a more secure world.
The ILRP focuses on the areas of international law that are most important to global innovation, prosperity and sustainability: international economic law, international intellectual property law and international environmental law. In its research, the ILRP is attentive to the emerging interactions among international and transnational law, Indigenous law and constitutional law. which developed in parallel to the TRIPS agreement, with many of the same key players. Although TRIPS was concluded first, it did not take effect until January 1, 1995 -exactly one year later than NAFTA.
About the Author
Canada played a key role in both arenas, as one of the "three amigos" in NAFTA, and as one of the "Quad" (the United States, the European Union, Japan and Canada) that was very influential in the TRIPS (then called the GATT) agreement negotiations. Many of the same officials were active in both. 18 The renowned Jon H. Jackson has stated that " [o] ne of the surprisingly strong achievements of the Uruguay Round was the development of a very important and impressive agreement on intellectual property rights (IP)."
19
Despite the great achievement of bringing IP and trade together in a multilateral instrument with a very effective state-to-state dispute settlement mechanism, the Americans were restless and wanted more. This desire soon manifested itself in "TRIPS Plus" initiatives, which called for something beyond what TRIPS requires.
The early years of the current century saw the increasing potential for failure of the multilateral treaty system. The Doha Round, which was intended to renew and rejuvenate the 1994 Uruguay agreement that produced TRIPS, was ongoing for more than 14 years, but seems to have ended in 2016, according and Development maintains a useful interactive site of international investment agreements.
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In the middle, between multilateral and bilateral agreements, are so-called plurilateral treaties, involving a limited number of countries -but more than two. These agreements generally manifest a common theme: they seek to attain a TRIPS Plus level of IP protection. Attempts to ratchet IP up to TRIPS Plus have also taken place at a multilateral level, as discussed below. 28 Generally speaking, TRIPS Plus is what the United States wants and few other countries are willing to provide -at least, not without significant concessions or trade-offs on other fronts.
Early History
Soon after Confederation in 1867, copyright started to become a major domestic and international problem for the new Canadian government. While Canada celebrates Confederation as the beginning of its independence, that milestone, for legal purposes, was only achieved in 1932 when the Statute of Westminster repealed the Colonial Laws Validity Act, 29 which had allowed Great Britain to disallow domestic Canadian legislation that did not meet its approval.
Sara Bannerman has provided a notable, meticulous and readable account of what she calls "the struggle for Canadian copyright" from 1840 to 1971. There are many important and still immensely relevant lessons to be learned from that period. The most important for present purposes is that Canada -beginning with Prime Ministers Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir John Thompson -was a great skeptic of Berne on international IP rights. Indeed, Bannerman refers to Canada as intent on being a "Berne Buster." Canada, it seemed, wanted to encourage its flourishing printing industry, and its population was eager to read cheap reprints of foreign authors. Bannerman cites the notorious quotation of the then Minister of Justice John Thompson (who later became prime minister) to the effect that Berne would sacrifice the Canadian publishing industry for the "possible benefit to the Canadian author...[who has been described as] belonging rather to the future than the present."
30 Bannerman also documents Canada's rebellion against British pressure to force it into Berne, which created something of a constitutional crisis and was viewed as "nothing more or less than a Declaration of Independence."
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In 1921, Canada introduced a bill closely modelled after the 1911 UK Copyright Act. However, there were details concerning Berne compliance that were causing consternation in England. Accordingly, the bill was not proclaimed into law until amendments were made and England was satisfied. Bannerman documents the ensuing controversy and how copyright was viewed in 1923 as "the most contentious subject that has ever been before the Parliament of Canada. With prescience, Justice Ilsley indicated that Canada should address certain needs to assure "the future growth and proliferation of the entertainment industry" and that the need for registration should be addressed, so that ownership of copyright can be "ascertainable with greater certainty and less difficulty than is now possible." 37 The question of ownership of copyright is still a problem. Canada has a very unsatisfactory regime for dealing with unlocatable copyright owners, and the Copyright Board refuses to enforce provisions requiring copyright collectives to answer requests for information about their repertoire.
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The Ilsley Commission also asked whether Canada's patent system should be maintained and whether Canada should remain in the Paris convention. It answered in the affirmative, but with reservations and a notable lack of enthusiasm.
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The 1971 Economic Council Report was published just nine years after Canada became a party to the UCC, discussed below. 40 It had some trenchant comments about how Canada should approach international agreements: "In terms of such payments, the United States and some other countries are 'net exporters.' Canada, in significant contrast, is a heavy net importer, paying more out to foreigners on this account than it takes in. Canada's situation and interests in this sphere are in some ways closer to those of the developing countries than to those of countries like Britain, France and the United States." 41 Even the controversial and pro-copyright 1977 report of Andrew A. Keyes and Claude Brunet was skeptical about Canada acceding to later levels of either the Berne Convention or the UCC, and concluded that " [t] he Ilsley Report, the Economic Council Report and the considerations presented here lead inevitably to the same conclusion: that Canada would be ill-advised to accede to the later texts of the copyright conventions."
42
Throughout this evolution of Canadian copyright law, Canada uniquely and successfully integrated many aspects of the often-contrasting common law and civil law "droit d'auteur" (author's rights) traditions. This can be seen in Canada's 1931 "first implementation of moral rights in a copyright country" and the inclusion of "Rome-style" neighbouring rights in the 1997 Canadian amendments.
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The Dead-letter UCC Canada is a party to the UCC, which was adopted on September 6, 1952, in Geneva, Switzerland, and ratified by Canada on August 10, 1962 The UCC is now essentially a dead-letter document. It served some useful purposes between 1962, when Canada adhered to it, and 1989, when the United States finally joined Berne. It was the basis during that time of Canada-US copyright relations. The United States, which was a "major promoter" of the UCC for many years, ratified the UCC in 1954. 46 Another important country that was a latecomer to Berne was Russia (then the Soviet Union), which joined the UCC in 1973 and Berne in 1995. As such, the UCC served an important purpose by bringing these economically and politically important nations into the copyright fold.
The main purpose of the UCC was to enable certain important countries that were not compliant with key provisions of Berne to enjoy the benefits of international copyright protection without some of the more rigorous obligations incumbent upon Berne members. For example, the minimum term of protection under the UCC was life plus 25 years. Even shorter periods of 25 years from creation were allowed pursuant to article IV in countries where protection was computed from first publication or registration. 47 Moreover, of critical importance for countries such as the United States, which had a system at the time that was heavily dependent upon formalities such as registration, was that such countries could maintain formalities for their own nationals, but foreigners could comply with basic formalities, even for works published outside of the country, by means of the now-ubiquitous copyright symbol "©" along with the name of the copyright owner and the year of publication. Despite an apparent common interest, there are said to have been significant differences between the Quad members, and the negotiations began to focus, for a time, beginning in the second half of 1991, on internal discussions within the Quad.
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There has been criticism of the role of the "highly disturbing" trend of decisions taken by the Quad and allegedly presented to WTO members as a fait accompli and as reflecting Western interests, law and values. 51 Perhaps the other WTO members were more receptive than they might otherwise have been at the time, because the Quad group "agreed to eliminate most tariffs in several sectors."
52 It remains to be seen whether Canada's prominent Quad role ultimately served Canada's interest, or whether Canada was to some extent seduced into being something of a lapdog and enabler for the other much more powerful members of that group. In the face of growing sophistication on the part of developing countries, changes in geopolitics and the advent of the internet, it is not surprising that the Doha development round of trade negotiations, which would have updated the 1994 WTO agreement, was doomed to failure. In light of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, according to Peter Yu, "the European Union, Japan, the United States, and other demandeur countries were understandably reluctant to push for higher intellectual property enforcement standards in the WTO."
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There is currently little hope of progress toward a new WTO treaty, since the Doha Round seems moribund (even if not yet officially declared to be dead). Even before US President Donald Trump's effort to withdraw the United States from its traditional international role, more modest plurilateral efforts were foundering. Some notable failed efforts are as follows.
Failed Efforts
The Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) initiative, led by the United States, was to have been an ambitious multilateral agreement, which would have included 34 countries in North and South America, including Canada. However, the Americans misjudged the politics of "Bolivarism," led by Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez. 54 The FTAA famously failed on the streets of Miami in 2003, amid much publicity, notwithstanding the concession won by Brazil that would have allowed it to "participate in the FTAA without conceding to the ministerial's 53 Yu, supra note 8 at 505. rule on contentious issues, such as agriculture, intellectual property, and investment policy."
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The catastrophic collapse of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) was also a significant blow to plurilateral TRIPS Plus activity. If ACTA had come into force, it would have ultimately included Canada, Australia, the European Union and its member countries, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Morocco, New Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland and the United States.
56 Global Affairs Canada has provided a convenient repository of documents concerning Canada's enthusiastic involvement in this initiative.
57 Canada signed the proposed treaty, which it described at the time as "historic," on October 1, 2011, along with Australia, Japan, Morocco, New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and the United States.
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The potential of ACTA to give unwarranted and unnecessary ex officio seizure powers to border officials, who could invoke such powers without a court order, was a serious concern. These powers "could be highly disruptive of established user rights and exceptions under Canadian copyright law, such as fair dealing, where the complex nature of the inquiry demands that the proper preserve for the inquiry be with the courts rather than customs officials." 59 ACTA was ultimately defeated by civil society protest. The attempts by governments to negotiate in secret were undermined by leaks. The issues were reported widely online and soon became the subject of protests in major European cities. Eventually, the proposed agreement was rejected by the European Parliament in June 2012 by 478 votes to 39, with 165 abstentions.
Post-TRIPS Multilateral Limited-success Stories
The limited success and importance of the 1996 WIPO internet treaties appears to have marked the last significant, truly multilateral IP achievement from the viewpoint of rights holders. Of course, from a user point of view, the Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, Visually Impaired or Otherwise Print Disabled, which was adopted in 2013, was a major, positive, multilateral achievement for the user community, and is discussed further below.
The 1996 WIPO internet treaties comprised two treaties: the WIPO Copyright Treaty; 61 and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty.
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Canada signed both treaties under intense lobbying pressure from American interests in 1997, but did not ratify them until 2014. It has gone largely unnoticed that a related and simultaneous American initiative to establish a database treaty to respond to a European Union directive failed to reach the adoption stage, due in large measure to domestic opposition in the United States.
63 It has been suggested that these treaties were instigated at the behest of the American private sector to promote domestic legislation in the United States and elsewhere that might otherwise have been difficult to achieve. 64 Indeed, the United States' efforts at WIPO in this context were regarded by influential American domestic critics as being "an end run around Congress." 
The 2013 WIPO Marrakesh Treaty
The Marrakesh Treaty, 66 often referred to as the Treaty for the Blind or VIP Treaty, is perhaps the most recent successful, multilateral IP-treaty effort and a welcome change from the relentless trend toward increasing minimum rights for intellectual property right owners in international treaties. The treaty "was designed to alleviate a problem known as the 'book famine' where 'only a small fraction of published books -estimated at less than 7 percent -are made in accessible formats." 67 The treaty was adopted on June 27, 2013, and entered into force on September 30, 2016. Canada was among the first 20 ratifications and implemented the treaty with less than perfect, but still encouraging, legislation 68 in the form of Bill C-11, which received royal assent on June 22, 2016.
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There is little doubt that civil society, effectively led by Knowledge Ecology International (KEI) under the leadership of the redoubtable Jamie Love, played a major role in the adoption of this treaty. 70 This milestone should serve to encourage and empower future civil society and "distributive justice" 71 efforts. 73 Prior to these treaties, international legal mechanisms for the protection of IP were a fragmented and largely ineffective patchwork. The authoritative treatise by Sam Ricketson and Jane Ginsburg on the emergence of the bilateral agreements that preceded Berne indicates that although the first bilateral agreements were between Prussia and the other German states, between 1827 and 1829, the United Kingdom and France were the "main actors" in this movement in the 1840s and 1850s. 74 An important basis of these early agreements was national treatment, 75 a concept that is now taken for granted but was novel at the time.
For a century following the adoption of Paris and Berne, the centre of gravity of IP treaties was Switzerland. An important feature of Paris and Berne was that they established a permanent mechanism, or union, that eventually came to include a permanent building in Geneva and the establishment of WIPO. The union created under both these conventions became the United International Bureau for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BIRPI). BIRPI, which had substantial premises next to the current and vastly larger WIPO headquarters, This began to change in the 1970s and, in the 1980s and afterwards, Canada has regularly sent mid-level officials to participate in meetings of experts and diplomatic conferences. However, Canada has never taken proactive steps to secure the appointment of a Canadian IP expert in a significant senior professional policy position at WIPO. Such an appointment clearly could have been mutually beneficial to Canada and WIPO. WIPO appointments at or close to the senior professional level, especially at the director, assistant and deputy director-general levels, require the support and active lobbying of the home country of such an official.
The reason for Canada's failure to contribute policy expertise to WIPO at a significant professional level may relate to the fact that Canada, unlike the United States, rarely allows its officials with significant IP expertise to rise to high levels, even within the Canadian government. For example, the last Canadian commissioner of patents with a permanent (in other words, not acting) appointment and with Canada agreed in NAFTA to the inclusion of an investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) regime, whereby a foreign investor could challenge state actions under certain circumstances and claim substantial damages. Such challenges lack the diplomatic nuances and safeguards of state-tostate dispute settlement as exemplified in the WTO. They effectively give foreign investors greater rights than domestic parties and, as shown below, can be used to attempt to overturn a decision of the highest court in a country, such as Canada, where the rule of law is beyond reproach. The details of this mechanism and its long and controversial history are beyond the scope of this paper. However, there is growing belief that the mechanism should be "scrapped" in NAFTA -even in the opinion of Gordon Ritchie, one of the main architects of Canada's trade policy in the 1980s.
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The most interesting and important IP investorstate dispute to date involving Canada has been, by far, the challenge by Eli Lilly, involving the promise doctrine in Canadian patent law. 80 A number of decisions from the Federal Court of Appeal and the Federal Court had, for more than a decade, held that a promise found in the claims of a patent that could not be either demonstrated or soundly predicted to be accurate would render the patent invalid for lack of utility. Not being content with the rulings of Canadian courts, Eli Lilly filed its first notice of intent pursuant to Chapters 11 and 17 of NAFTA in 2012. It alleged, inter alia, expropriation and denial of fair and equitable treatment. In 2013, Eli Lilly sought leave to appeal one of the adverse decisions to the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) and was granted the extraordinary and highly unusual opportunity to make oral submissions on this matter. The submissions were heard on May 13, 2013, and the SCC rejected the leave application on May 16, 2013.
81 Shortly afterwards, on June 13, 2017, Eli Lilly withdrew its first notice of intent and filed a second NAFTA ISDS notice.
82 Canada chose not to preemptively challenge the NAFTA ISDS proceedings on jurisdictional grounds. This strategy not only put at serious and needless risk the particular issue, but also, even more seriously, exacerbated the very real possibility that decisions of Canada's highest courts could be challenged by a NAFTA arbitration panel.
The SCC apparently had some interest in the international law aspects of this litigation. Then still sitting (now retired) SCC Justice Marshall Rothstein indicated, at a conference in 2013 at Osgoode Hall Law School, that the leave to appeal application might have been granted in this instance if the opinions of the eminent jurists, retired Lord Justice of Appeal Sir Robin Jacob (United Kingdom Court of Appeal) and retired Chief Judge Paul Michel (Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in the United States), in support of the leave to appeal application, had been in evidence in the lower court proceedings and had been subjected to cross-examination.
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Soon thereafter, the SCC granted leave to appeal in another promise case, involving Sanofi, but this was settled, controversially, on a confidential basis and was discontinued on November 3, 2014, the eve of the hearing. 84 Eventually, the SCC heard a case on the promise doctrine involving AstraZeneca and Apotex. Meanwhile, the NAFTA panel had been deliberating on Eli Lilly's ISDS challenge. There is no doubt, and the record is indeed clear, that the SCC was aware of the NAFTA proceedings, and the NAFTA arbitrators were presumably aware of the pending AstraZeneca litigation in the court.
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The nature and timing of the results is both interesting and puzzling. The SCC heard the AstraZeneca case on November 8, 2016.
86 Four months later, and before the SCC issued its judgment (which it usually issues about six months after the oral hearing), the NAFTA panel issued a final award on March 16, 2017.
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The tribunal stated:
Furthermore, the Tribunal finds that Respondent has asserted a legitimate public policy justification for the promise doctrine.... The Tribunal need not opine on whether the promise doctrine is the only, or the best, means of achieving these objectives. The relevant point is that, in the Tribunal's view, the promise doctrine is rationally connected to these legitimate policy goals.
The Tribunal has already concluded that there was no fundamental or dramatic change in Canadian patent law. In the circumstances presented in these proceedings, the evolution of the Canadian legal framework relating to Claimant's patents cannot sustain a claim of arbitrariness or discrimination going to a violation of NAFTA Articles 1105(1) or 1110(1). This ISDS ruling was, for Canada, "at best a temporary, partial, or even pyrrhic victory." 89 Less than three months later, on June 30, 2017, the SCC issued its decision in AstraZeneca v Apotex.
90 It has been said that the result indicated that "Canada has conceded the war." 91 The SCC ruled that "the Promise Doctrine undermines a key part of the scheme of the Act; it is not good law." 92 The decision of the SCC, which was much less detailed than the NAFTA arbitration award, may have brought considerable relief to the "innovative" pharmaceutical industry and its patent practitioners. However, it raises questions that are beyond the scope of this paper, including, for example, whether and how the opinions of retired judges from other jurisdictions on the adequacy of Canadian law should find their way into SCC proceedings, even if only at the application for leave to appeal stage. It remains to be seen whether the promise doctrine is truly dead, or whether this is about to become a story of "the promise doctrine is dead; long live the promise doctrine."
93 It is also conceivable that the SCC's decision in AstraZeneca, which arguably reversed six decades of steadily evolving Canadian law, now represents a sudden change in Canadian law of a sufficiently egregious nature to attract the attention and potential jurisdiction of another NAFTA ISDS challenge.
The NAFTA award in Eli Lilly leaves the door open to future challenges where a tribunal could find that jurisprudence from domestic courts has not progressed in an "incremental and predictable manner."
94 As Yu has observed in an important, recent article on ISDS, "if Canada did abandon the doctrine in an effort to settle the investment dispute with Eli Lilly, it would have to stand ready to face ISDS complaints from generic drug manufacturers." 95 It is ironic that Canada has now abandoned the promise doctrine and has arguably done so dramatically and abruptly after six decades of consistent jurisprudential development.
96 Even more ironic is the fact that this reversal comes not at the behest of Parliament, but from the SCC. This development is bound to have an important political effect on the NAFTA renegotiation process, although this was doubtless not the intention of the SCC.
97 It would be troubling if the potential threat of ISDS proceedings came to be viewed as a way to influence not only the deliberations of Canada's Parliament, but also of the Canadian courts. One can imagine challenges based upon assertions of "fundamental or dramatic change" arising in IP-related areas, ranging from trademark-related issues involving tobacco and cannabis labelling, to copyright issues related to fair dealing in the context of education.
Canada and CETA
Canada and the European Union signed CETA on October 30, 2016. In order to implement this agreement, certain changes have been made in Canadian IP legislation. 
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This will result in some changes in trademarks practice and, possibly, some litigation because of the much diminished importance of the requirement of use for trademark registration in Canada. One noted practitioner believes that the new legislation may indeed be unconstitutional insofar as it fundamentally changes the requirement for use.
100 There will also be enhanced protection for geographical indications.
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With respect to patents, there are two main changes resulting from CETA. First, there will be a supplementary protection for pharmaceutical products. This will be in the form of a certificate of supplementary protection available where there are lengthy delays for regulatory approval of new drugs.
More importantly, there will be major changes to the Patented Medicines Notice of Compliance (PMNOC) litigation regime. This will mean the elimination of the troubled two-track PMNOC applications and litigation proceedings regime that has existed for many years in Canada's Federal Court. Under the new system, as required by CETA, the proceedings will be in the form of a single action with discoveries and live witnesses (in contrast to an application in which there is no oral evidence) and will also deal with in rem validity and infringement determinations. All of this must be dealt with within 24 months from beginning to judgment, which will include a hearing of, normally, two weeks maximum, to take place at least three months before the end of the two-year period to allow the judge time to write a decision. 102 The Federal Court of Canada has spelled out how this will be done in its Notice to the Parties and the Profession dated September 21, 2017.
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A notable aspect of CETA in respect of IP is what it did not do. Canada clearly stood its ground with respect to the controversial issue of copyright term extension. The European Union has long had a requirement for a life-plus-70 copyright term, and the concern was that this might be urged on Canada in the negotiation process. If this did happen, Canada clearly and successfully resisted. This should serve as a successful precedent and useful ammunition against the expected demands from the US government for a life-plus-70 term in any renegotiated NAFTA. The financial cost of such a measure, based on a careful New Zealand government study, is estimated to be approximately CDN$454 million per annum, or a present-value cost of more than $4.2 billion.
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IP Issues that May Eventually Require International Treaty Consideration
If IP, in its current territorial framework, and truly free trade are ever to be successfully integrated, there are two issues of potentially existential importance for the future of free trade and the internet that may ultimately require resolution at the treaty level. These are parallel importation and jurisdiction with respect to extraterritorial or cross-border orders. 
The Parallel Imports/Exhaustion Issue and Free Trade
The exhaustion doctrine entails that, when goods have been placed on the market by or with the consent of the IP owner, nobody can use IP rights to control resale of the product. The IP rights are said to have been exhausted. The doctrine can be applied at the national level, where it is sometimes called the "first sale" doctrine. However, in its pure form, it applies internationally. Many, though not all, IP owners are opposed to the doctrine because it limits or prevents their ability to practise price discrimination and market segmentation. They have sometimes tried to justify rent-seeking with arguments such as that goods sold at the lower price in developing countries will then be reimported back into countries where consumers can pay higher prices, with the result that the benefits and efficiency-enhancing aspects, if any, of benign price discrimination cannot be sustained.
Generally, common-law courts have tended to embrace the international exhaustion doctrine. The same cannot be said for the Court of Justice of the European Union in Europe, which approaches these cases from a civil-law point of view and a strong "Fortress Europe" mentality. 105 There have been some important recent decisions in the Canadian and American supreme courts. In Canada, copyright law was unable to prevent the parallel importation of Toblerone chocolate bars. 106 In the United States, copyright law was unable to prevent the importation and resale of American textbooks lawfully made and purchased abroad at a much lower price than the publisher charged in the US market.
107 Also in the United States, patent law was unable to prevent the importation of patented toner In the TRIPS negotiations, the parties apparently concluded that the issue was "intractable."
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The solution was an explicit exclusion in article 6 of the TRIPS agreement of the issue from the dispute-settlement mechanism, thereby leaving parties, effectively, to do as they wish.
The time may come, although it will not likely be soon and the negotiation will likely be very difficult, when a treaty will be considered that requires member states to provide for international exhaustion with respect to either or both of physical goods and digital communications. Arguably, there can never be truly free trade without such a regime.
Cross-border Issues
On June 23, 2017, the SCC rendered a controversial cross-border enforcement decision in Google v Equustek.
111 It upheld a worldwide injunction requiring Google to de-index certain allegedly infringing websites. The decision illustrates the difficulties that can arise when courts assume jurisdiction to issue judgments with extraterritorial effects involving IP in the age of the internet, and when courts in other countries may or may not be willing to enforce such judgments.
The plaintiffs had succeeded in getting an interlocutory injunction from the lower courts in British Columbia in a case that had proceeded on a default basis, involving unregistered trademark and trade secrecy issues. So far, this would have been a relatively unremarkable IP case -apart from the fact that interlocutory injunctions in IP cases have been very rare in Canada in recent times. However, the plaintiff persuaded the lower courts to extend the injunction to force Google to de-index all the allegedly offending websites of the defendants, not only in Canada, using a www.google.ca search, but also around the world, using a www.google.com search. Surprisingly, considering the interlocutory state of affairs and very sparse record, the SCC took the case.
The result is a troubling ruling that upholds the worldwide injunction and opens the doors to British Columbia -or any other Canadian jurisdiction that may hand out interlocutory injunctions based on little proven evidencebecoming a tourist destination for tenuous and even simply local IP rights in Canada and for other litigants looking for a one-stop shop to shut down any alleged infringer that depends on Google to be found online. The result might make sense in certain difficult fact situations, such as a revenge porn or a defamation case, in which it is completely impractical for a plaintiff to sue in multiple jurisdictions. However, it makes little sense in an apparently weak IP case involving only local IP rights with almost no evidentiary record. At the time of writing, Google has obtained preliminary injunctive relief against the enforcement of the SCC's order in an unopposed proceeding in the Northern District of California on the basis that "the Canadian order undermines the policy goals of Section 230 [of the Communications Decency Act] and threatens free speech on the global internet."
Final Observations and Conclusions
The high-water mark of Canadian independence from the cross-currents of various pressures to increase IP protection, both domestically and through treaties, was in the 1970s. Canada is now at another crossroad, facing forces once again coming from the United States. Canada has many good arguments that it can and should use to "stand its ground" on issues involving IP and international trade.
114 It will be interesting to see whether this will happen.
Canada's role in recent high-profile developments, such as the negotiations regarding the CPTPP -even in the face of resistance by Japan and Australia -is a signal that Canada is back as an independent voice. By asserting itself in this way, Canada recognizes not only its economic potential in terms of its size, but also its important historical role as an independent and savvy negotiator mindful of its own best national interests and not those of other countries or multinationals. If there ever was a true marriage between IP and trade law, it now seems that its future is at best uncertain. This may bode well for Canada, if it wishes to regain its historic sovereign voice.
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